We calculated the electric fields induced in the brain during transcranial current stimulation (TCS) using a finite-element concentric spheres human head model. A range of disc electrode configurations were simulated: (1) distant-bipolar; (2) adjacent-bipolar; (3) tripolar; and three ring designs, (4) belt, (5) concentric ring, and (6) double concentric ring. We compared the focality of each configuration targeting cortical structures oriented normal to the surface ('surface-radial' and 'cross-section radial'), cortical structures oriented along the brain surface ('surface-tangential' and 'cross-section tangential') and non-oriented cortical surface structures ('surface-magnitude' and 'cross-section magnitude'). For surface-radial fields, we further considered the 'polarity' of modulation (e.g. superficial cortical neuron soma hyper/depolarizing). The distant-bipolar configuration, which is comparable with commonly used TCS protocols, resulted in diffuse (un-focal) modulation with bi-directional radial modulation under each electrode and tangential modulation between electrodes. Increasing the proximity of the two electrodes (adjacent-bipolar electrode configuration) increased focality, at the cost of more surface current. At similar electrode distances, the tripolar-electrodes configuration produced comparable peak focality, but reduced radial bi-directionality. The concentric-ring configuration resulted in the highest spatial focality and uni-directional radial modulation, at the expense of increased total surface current. Changing ring dimensions, or use of two concentric rings, allow titration of this balance. The concentric-ring design may thus provide an optimized configuration for targeted modulation of superficial cortical neurons.
Introduction
Transcranial current stimulation (TCS) involves the application of currents through electrodes on the scalp to modulate brain activity. Transcranial electrical stimulation (TES) conventionally refers to short-duration (50-500 µs) that may guide anatomically and functionally targeted TCS applications.
Generally, TCS electrode configurations utilize one anode and one cathode, positioned around the head. tDCS applied to M1 can facilitate implicit learning [11] and tDCS over the occiptal cortex can facilitate visuo-motor learning [12] . tDCS has also been shown to alter excitability or related behavioural performance in somatosensory [13] , frontopolar [14] and prefrontal cortices [15] . Clinical TCS is being actively explored as a non-invasive therapeutic option for the treatment of neurological and psychiatric disorders including depression, stroke, epilepsy, learning disorders and for relieving pain [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Experimental and theoretical studies examining the mechanisms of TCS have implicated 'direct' modulation (polarization) of primary cortical neurons [8, 22, 23] and/or modulation of (NMDA) synaptic efficacy [24, 25] . Anodeand cathode-specific modulation of brain activity has been characterized using broad indicators of 'excitability' [8, 22, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Oscillating transcranial currents can entrain cortical oscillations [4, 31] . In vivo [32] and in vitro [33] [34] [35] animal studies have identified complex short-and long-term actions on neuronal excitability. Despite clinical success with existing TCS technology, efficacy and targeting concerns include (1) divergent cathodal and anodal effects [30, 36] ; (2) poor spatial focality [37, 38] and (3) poorly characterized cellular targets (e.g. neuronal type) and biophysics of both short-and longterm modulation [33, 34, [39] [40] [41] . Clinical protocols are thus adjusted empirically and restricted within a conservative parameter range.
Strategies using either 'ring' (also termed 'belt' or 'unifocal') electrode configurations [36, 37, 42, 43] , scaling bipolar electrode size [30] or increasing number of electrodes [37, 44] have previously been investigated to address concerns about TCS spatial focality (and related stimulation current threshold). Here we further consider optimizing the shape (geometry) and number of electrodes. In addition, we develop 'modulation maps' addressing cellular target orientation. We compare the focality and efficacy of TCS stimulation of cortex with remotely spaced bipolar electrodes ('distantbipolar') [6, 7, 11, 22, 28, 29] , proximal bipolar electrodes ('adjacent-bipolar') [36] [37] [38] , 'tripolar' electrodes and three ring electrode configurations: 'belt' [36, 37] , 'concentric ring' and 'double concentric ring' using a finite element concentric sphere head model. The analysis of the electric field distributions induced inside the brain for different electrode configurations/geometries will allow for the 'rational' [45] design of TCS research and clinical protocols.
Model methods and analysis
The head was simulated as a 3D inhomogeneous medium comprising concentric spheres; each sphere was homogeneous and isotropic. The concentric head model (three-and fourlayer) is accepted for its quantitative agreement with a variety of general observations of the electroencephalogram and magnetoencephalogram [23, 36, [46] [47] [48] and has been experimentally validated for transcranial stimulation [47] .
Four concentric spheres of 61.53 mm, 64.03 mm, 71.76 mm and 76.49 mm radii represent the brain tissue, the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), the skull and the scalp, respectively; the dimensions of the head are based on a 26 year old male [46] . The electrical properties of the four layers of the model were assigned representative average values taken from standard sources [49] [50] [51] [52] Although a symmetric model is used, 10/20 EEG notation is applied to indicate relative electrode location for different stimulation configurations. For distant-bipolar stimulation and double concentric ring, the electrodes were placed at equivalent distances from the head apex (analogous to Cz), while for all the other stimulation scenarios, the electrodes were oriented in order to obtain a peak electric field under the head apex.
We simulated a range of electrode configurations (indexed below); for several configurations we tested a subset of electrode geometries (e.g. size) as indicated. For existing clinical electrode configurations, studies with comparable placements are referenced.
(1) 'Distant-bipolar': Simulation with two disc electrodes placed 52.4 mm apart (center to center distance) to approximate standard tDCS stimulation of the primary motor cortex with the active electrode over C3 and the reference electrode at the forehead above the contralateral orbita [11, 22] (analogous electrode placements can be used according to the desired target). 'Distant-bipolar' is also referenced in the literature as unipolar stimulation [38] . (2) 'Adjacent-bipolar': Simulation with two disc electrodes separated by 25 mm. This is similar to the separation distance of electrodes previously referenced as 'bifocal stimulation' [36, 53] . (3) 'Tripolar': Simulation with three disc electrodes, each one separated by 25 mm from the other. This approximately corresponds to the first anode between CPz and Pz, second anode over C1 and the cathode over C2. The current at each anode was equal; the summed current at the single cathode was thus double of this value. (4) 'Belt': Simulation with a cathode belt (2 mm wide, outer radius: 67 mm and inner radius: 65 mm) circling the forehead and an anode disc electrode placed on Cz. Belt stimulation is also referred to as 'unifocal stimulation' [36, 37] . (5) 'Concentric ring': Simulation with a cathode ring electrode (outer radius ranging 11-23 mm, inner radius: 9-21 mm) enclosing an anode disc electrode (of either 3 or 4 mm radius) over Cz. (6) 'Double concentric ring': two concentric-ring electrodes:
outer anode ring electrode (outer radius: 17/14 mm, inner radius: 15/13 mm); inner cathode ring electrode (outer radius: 11/9 mm, inner radius: 9/8 mm). Both the ring electrodes enclosed a third anode disc electrode (4 mm radius) over Cz. We considered both 'symmetric current', where the total current at each anode was equal, and 'asymmetric current', where the total current was different at each anode; in both cases, the current at the cathode was the summation of the two anodic currents.
Unless otherwise noted, all the disc electrodes had a default 4 mm radius [9, 54] . The thickness of the disc electrodes was 0.5 mm, while the ring electrode thickness varied from 0.25 mm to 2 mm; the thickness of the electrodes increased with increasing radius in order to maintain continuous contact with the curved scalp. Note that electrodes were only energized on the flat distal surface (see below) [55] . We do not explicitly consider the use of conductive gels or sponges.
The electrodes were modelled as conductors with the conductivity of copper (5.8 × 10 7 S m
−1
). The Laplace equation ∇ · (σ ∇V ) = 0 (V: potential; σ : conductivity) was solved and the boundary conditions used were (1) inward current flow = J n (normal current density) applied to the distal surface of the 'anode' electrode(s), (2) ground applied to the distal surface of the effective 'cathode' electrode and (3) all other external surfaces treated as insulated. Note that the total current at the effective cathode electrode thus equals the total anodic current; we confirmed similar current density profiles at the electrode/scalp interface of bipolar anode and cathode electrodes. Any current density inhomogeneities at the electrode/scalp interface are not reflected at the cortical surface due to the resistance of the skull [56] and did not affect the peak cortical electric field (see tolerance below).
For 'distance-bipolar' configuration stimulation, the total injected current was 1 mA (comparable to tDCS protocols); this resulted in a 0.328 V m −1 peak electric field, 1 mm under the cortical surface. For all other configurations the 'equivalent' total injected current (I eq ) was adjusted to obtain a 0.328 V m −1 peak electric field, 1 mm under the cortical surface.
The FEM solver was implemented using FEMLAB 3.3 (COMSOL Inc., Burlington, MA). The model was adaptively meshed into more than both 1,200,000 tetrahedral elements and 150,000 boundary triangular elements for each of the simulations. The linear system solver of conjugate gradients was used with a relative tolerance of 1 × 10
. Increasing the number of elements by a factor of 4 or reducing the relative tolerance of the solver to 1 × 10 −8 changed the peak electric field values by less than 1%.
'Surface-magnitude' plots were generated by plotting the magnitude electric field 1 mm below the top half of the innermost sphere in the model (i.e. the brain surface). Cortical electric fields produced during surface stimulation have components both parallel and perpendicular to the head surface [36] . 'Surface-radial' plots were thus generated by plotting the component of the electric field on the brain surface in the direction normal to the surface (towards the sphere centre). 'Surface-radial ±' plots further considered directionality (away or towards the cortical surface). 'Surfacetangential' plots were generated by plotting the component of the electric field parallel to the brain surface. 'Cross-section magnitude' plots were generated by plotting the magnitude electric field on a coronal slice through the sphere centre including the head apex. 'Cross-section radial' and 'crosssection tangential' plots represent electric fields oriented normal and parallel to the cortical surface, respectively. In the case of 'bipolar' stimulation, the coronal slice included both electrode centres. In the case of 'tripolar' simulation, the coronal slice included the centre of the cathode and one of the anodes. In the case of ring configurations, fields were radially symmetric around the head apex. In addition for each of the electrode configurations, electric field magnitude line plots along the cortical surface and the brain depth were generated.
Results
For each configuration/geometry, we calculated the induced electric fields in the head. To allow direct comparison between configurations/geometries we applied 'equivalent currents' (I eq ) such that the peak cortical electric field in all cases was 0.328 V m −1 (table 1) . The 'surface magnitude' and 'cross-section magnitude' plots of each configuration thus allow a direct comparison of relative spatial focality ( figure 1 ). In addition, spatial space constants, quantifying surface and depth focality, are compared (table 1) . For cortical surface/cross-section plots, radially oriented fields (normal to the brain surface) and tangential-oriented fields (along the brain surface) are considered independently (figure 1); note that in these plots the maximal radial and tangential fields are not the same, reflecting that the different configuration results in different ratios of radial and tangential currents. Finally for radial cortical fields, the direction of current flow is considered explicitly (surface-radial ± plots); these plots are normalized to the maximal positive and/or negative radial field to illustrate the relative bi-directionality of modulation. 'Unidirectional' modulation refers to electrode configurations with significant radial electric fields crossing the cortical surface in only one direction (i.e. with the return path sufficiently diffuse).
For all configurations the high resistivity of the skull relative to the scalp results in current 'shunting' through the scalp, consistent with previous transcranial stimulation studies [36] [37] [38] . The degree of shunting and the ratio of distal electrode-surface current density (mDESCD) with the peak cortical surface current density (CSCD) vary significantly across electrode configurations (table 1) [60] . As expected, I eq scales directly with mDESCD/CSCD times minimum electrode area.
Disc configurations
'Distant-bipolar' stimulation results in relatively diffuse cortical and depth modulation (table 1, figure 2). The current crosses the cortex under each electrode and then transverses the brain resulting in radial fields under each electrode, and tangential fields in between (figure 1). The peak inward and outward radial currents are equivalent, resulting in bidirectional modulation.
Increasing the proximity of the two bipolar electrodes, 'adjacent-bipolar stimulation', results in more current being 'shunted' across the scalp surface. The equivalent current, to generate comparable peak cortical electric fields, is thus increased from 1 to 1.43 mA (table 1) . In addition, though radial bi-directional currents are still prominent under each electrode, more relative tangential cortical fields are generated (figure 1). Thus for adjacent-bipolar stimulation the peak a Asymmetric current at anodes. For each electrode configuration and geometry evaluated, the equivalent current (I eq ) corresponding to the total surface electrode current required to produce a 0.328 mV mm −1 field, 1 mm below the cortical surface, was determined. For each configuration the surface-space constants were determined, corresponding to the distance from the location of the peak electric field along the brain surface, to where the field decreased to 0.207 mV mm −1 (63.21% of peak). The depth-space constants were determined, corresponding to the distance from the cortical apex towards the brain centre, where the field decreased to 63.21% of its value at the apex. The distal electrode-surface current density (DESCD: total current/area) for all configurations is also indicated. Note that the current density 1 mm below the cortical surface (CSCD) is 0.0066 mA cm −2 for all cases due to use of I eq . For the mDESCD/CSCD ratio (rounded to the next significant integer), maximal values of DESCD were considered. These indicators provide only broad pointers of how efficient each configuration is in guiding the current into the brain (as opposed to along the scalp surface) and localizing stimulation to superficial cortical regions. For any given application, these metrics may not necessarily indicate increased efficacy of safety (see the Discussion section). (Note: 'o.r.', 'i.r.', 'DESCD' and 'CSCD' refer to 'ring outer radius', 'ring inner radius', 'distal electrode-surface current density' and 'cortical surface current density', respectively). electric field is between both electrodes, while the peak radial field is under each electrode. Consistent with previous studies [36, 38] , we found that 'adjacent-bipolar' stimulation is more focal, along both the cortical surface and the depth, than 'distant-bipolar' stimulation (figure 2) at the cost of the shunted scalp current.
The 'tripolar' configuration effectively divides the anodic current into two electrodes (0.81 mA equivalent current at two anodes and −1.62 mA at the effective cathode). Tripolar stimulation was found to have similar total magnitude field focality as 'adjacent-bipolar' stimulation (table 1, figure 2), but directional surface plots indicate that while radial currents dominate under the single cathode, tangential currents are prominent under the two anodes (figure 1).
Ring configurations
Although the 'belt' configuration is not evidently more focal than 'distant-bipolar' stimulation (figures 1 and 2), it requires slightly less equivalent current (0.97 mA). A relatively high density radial current crosses the brain surface under the centre disc electrode; the return current path to the belt electrode is relatively diffuse. The net result is unidirectional and radial modulation under the centre disc.
The 'concentric-ring' configuration had the highest relative focality of the configurations evaluated (table 1, figure 2 ) at the cost of the moderately increased equivalent current (3.71 mA). Similar to belt stimulation, fields were dominantly radial under the disc electrode and unidirectional ( figure 1 ). In the case of the concentric ring, the current crosses the brain at high current density under the disc and rapidly diffuses in the brain (diffuse current densities producing negligible electric fields); the current remains diffuse as it exits the brain and returns to the ring electrode via the scalp. The increased equivalent current presumably reflects the portion of the current that 'shunts' between the disc and ring electrode along the scalp without crossing the brain (without effecting brain function, see the Discussion section). Increasing the ring For the five electrode configurations illustrated (left to right) the total electrode current (I eq ) was adjusted to produce a 0.328 mV mm −1 peak electric field, 1 mm below the cortical surface. The top two rows diagram the electrode geometries and solver mesh. The remaining rows plot the induced electric fields in varied planes and directions (see the 'Model methods and analysis' section). The surface-magnitude plot maps the electric field magnitude along the top head hemisphere, 1 mm below the cortical surface. The surface-radial and surface-tangential plots decompose this plot into the radial (normal to the surface) and tangential (along the brain surface) directions; note that in the cases of bipolar stimulation and tripolar stimulation significant differences exist between the surface-magnitude and surface-directional (radial and tangential) plots, while in the belt and ring configurations the surface magnitude and surface radial are similar, consistent with dominantly radial surface cortical current flow. The surface-radial ± plots are normalized to the respective peak surface-radial field (indicated in the inset) and highlight which configurations produce radial bi-directional modulation. The cross-section magnitude plot maps the electric field magnitude on a central cortical cross-section (see the 'Model methods and analysis' section). The cross-section-radial and cross-section-tangential plots decompose this plot into the radial (normal to the surface) and tangential (along the brain surface) directions. All surface/cross-section electric field plots are on the indicated spatial scale; the mesh diagrams are scaled for clarity. (Note: 'o.r.', 'i.r.', 'Mag' and 'Tang' refer to 'ring outer radius', 'ring inner radius', 'magnitude' and 'tangential', respectively.) figure 1 , the line plots of electric field magnitude along the cortical surface midline and down the brain cross-section midline are overlaid. Note that the equivalent current for each configuration has been adjusted (I eq ) to produce a 0.328 mV mm −1 peak electric field, 1 mm under the cortical surface. The peak electric field in all configurations is at the head apex except for distant-bipolar where two peaks are observed corresponding to the two stimulation sites. (Note: 'o.r.' and 'i.r.' refer to 'ring outer radius' and 'ring inner radius', respectively.) diameter decreases the shunt fraction and thus the required equivalent current, at the cost of focality (table 1) .
For moderate ring diameters, electric fields distribution using the 'double concentric-ring' configuration roughly approximated those generated under the concentric ring (figure 1), with the cortical radial stimulation area increasing and I eq decreasing with increasing outer ring diameter. Appropriate selection of ring diameters and/or use of asymmetric currents (where the total anodic current at the inner disc and that at the outer ring are not equal) resulted in the generation of ring modulation regions ( figure 3) . Similarly, the relative balance of the radial versus tangential electric field can be controlled. Rather than suggesting specific clinical applications, these examples illustrate how electrode number, size and current balance can be independently controlled in designing stimulation configurations.
Discussion

Precision of a reduced head model
The accuracy of any given stimulation model is restricted by the calculation of accurate voltage profiles and the subsequent prediction of relevant 'modulation' regions from these voltage profiles. The former is limited by the level of inhomogeneity and anisotropy modeled. The advantages of using a reduced concentric-sphere head model for this initial evaluation include the ability to directly compare different configurations/geometries without concomitant complexity related to head asymmetry. Improving the precision of the head model will enhance the accuracy of the electric field calculations, including the incorporation of anatomical information from individual MRI scans [3, 57, 58] and conductivity data derived from diffusion tensor imaging (DT-MRI) [59] . We note that our distant-bipolar calculations are in general agreement with previous tDCS stimulations using concentric spheres [56] and MRI-based anatomy [60] . The results reported here using the optimized electrode configurations thus represent an important 'proof-of-principle' supporting further characterization.
Cortical modulation functions (maps): representation of relevant modulation regions
Transcranial stimulation generates extracellular voltage gradients (electric fields) inside the head, and these fields will lead to the polarization of sections of the neuronal membrane. This induced membrane polarization will affect a range of functional/cellular properties. Relatively strong supra-threshold electric fields will trigger action potentials. Sub-threshold fields can modulate the firing properties of neurons (e.g. action potential threshold/timing [34, 61] ), synaptic efficacy [33] and neuronal information processing [35, 62] . It is important to note that in response to any electric field, different compartments of the same neuron will simultaneously either depolarize or hyperpolarize [61] [62] [63] . Thus the complex 'modulation' by electric stimulation cannot necessarily be explained by a simple 'increase' or 'decrease' in excitability.
It is well established that the 'point' extracellular voltage generated by applied stimulation does not provide a useful indication of neuronal modulation; for this reason proximity to anode or cathode does not necessarily provide meaningful information on cell modulation. Rather, the spatial distribution of extracellular voltages (electric field) is applied to a modulation function (which may also include information on neuronal geometry, membrane biophysics and synaptic properties) that determines neuronal modulation at each location. The classic 'activating function' considers the electric field derivative along each membrane segment [48, [64] [65] [66] .
In determining 'cortical modulation functions' in this report, we considered the electric field magnitude induced in For the double concentric-ring configuration, we considered energizing either only two electrodes (with one electrode insulated/removed) or energizing all electrodes ('tripolar' modulation at two ring electrode geometries). For the five conditions illustrated, the total electrode current (I eq ) was adjusted to produce a 0.328 mV mm −1 peak field, 1 mm below the cortical surface. The top row diagrams the electrode configuration; the ring electrode radii and current was varied. The inner ring was energized as the only cathode and the disc electrode had 4 mm radius in all cases. The remaining rows plot the induced electric fields in varied planes and directions. For each case, neuronal modulation was represented using surface-magnitude, surface-radial, surface-tangential, surface-radial ±, cross-section magnitude, cross-section-radial and cross-section-tangential (see the 'Model methods and analysis' section). Column 1: energizing only the central disc electrode and the inner ring (ring 2) duplicates the single concentric-ring configuration. Column 2: energizing only the two ring electrodes results in dominantly radial modulation under the rings. Columns 3 and 4: energizing all electrodes (with total anodic current at the centre disc and outer ring matched) resulted in a modulation 'ring' that scaled with electrode size, surrounding a centred un-stimulated region. Column 5: asymmetric current at each anode resulted in a more distinct ring modulation region. Note that the relatively high I eq for double concentric rings results from significant skull/scalp shunting but that the peak brain electric field (and hence current density) is normalized across all cases. All surface/cross-section electric field plots are on the indicated spatial scale. All dimensions are in mm. (Note: 'o.r.', 'i.r.', 'Mag' and 'Tang' refer to 'ring outer radius', 'ring inner radius', 'magnitude' and 'tangential', respectively.) the brain ('surface-magnitude' and 'cross-section magnitude' plots/space constants) and the cortical electric field in either the radial ('surface-radial'/'cross-section radial' plot) or tangential ('surface-tangential'/'cross-section tangential' plot) directions. The consideration of electric field (as opposed to the electric field derivative/classical activating function [67] [68] [69] ) may be a suitable approximation if for transcranial current stimulation, the induced electric field is locally uniform on the scale of any given neuron (figure 1) [56, 60] and neuronal modulation is directly related to uniform electric field amplitude. The latter is supported by experimental and theoretical studies showing that (1) the polarization of short or bent cortical axons is linear with (sub-threshold) electric field amplitude [67, [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] ; (2) synaptic efficacy is quasilinear with electric field amplitude [33, 61] ; (3) somatic and dendritic process polarization is linear with (sub-threshold) uniform electric field amplitude [33, [75] [76] [77] and (4) metrics of neuronal excitability vary with electric field amplitude [33, 61, 74, [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] .
The above reports also reinforce that uniform electric fields preferentially polarize neuronal structures oriented parallel to the direction of the field. Whereas our magnitude plots assume no coherent neuronal geometry, radial and tangential plots represent modulation of cortical structures oriented preferentially normal to the cortical surface (e.g. superficial cortical pyramidal neurons) or parallel to the surface (e.g. axons of passage, deeper cortical neurons), respectively [86, 87] . For example, based on animal studies [27, 32] and simulations [64] , inwardly directed radial fields under anodes would be expected to depolarize the soma and simultaneously hyperpolarize the apical dendrites of superficial (hence radially oriented) primary cortical neurons (surface-radial ± plots, figures 1 and 3).
Consistent with previous studies, we found that maximal magnitude electric fields were observed in the cortical regions under and between electrodes. However, we report that the consideration of the specific electric field direction (structure orientation) changes the modulation profile. For example, the surface-radial electric field (presumably superficial cortical pyramids) modulation region for bipolar stimulation restricts modulation to only regions under the electrodes (between electrodes the electric field is tangential); this is consistent with clinical observations that neuronal modulation is restricted to regions under electrodes [30] . Similarly, consideration of surface-radial electric fields further enhances the efficacy of the belt configuration relative to the adjacent-bipolar configuration (belt: 0.328 mV mm −1 radial field per 0.97 mA; adjacentbipolar 0.243 mV mm −1 radial field per 1.43 mA), consistent with clinical observations [37] . Electric field orientationspecific modulation maps (figure 1) may thus provide practical clinical guidelines not apparent from magnitude plots.
Interestingly, the tripolar configuration produces the distinct radial modulation region and tangentially modulated regions. This configuration may thus be used to probe the functional/therapeutic significance of sub-threshold tangential electric fields.
Ring configurations generally favour surface radial modulation. For belt, concentric-ring and double concentricring configurations, the similarity between surface-magnitude and surface-radial plots (reflecting relatively small tangential currents) reduces ambiguity on appropriate modulation representation.
In addition, surface-radial ± plots illustrate that with these circular configurations, bi-directional modulation effects are avoided.
Our cortical modulation maps do not explicitly consider neuronal geometry inhomogeneity, which would require complex reproduction of cortical gyri and sulci, as well as neuronal (cortical layer) sub-types. The assumption that superficial cortical neurons, located at gyri crowns, are preferentially modulated is consistent with the rapid decay in field intensity with cortical depth ( figure 1 Cross-sections, table 1). Our surface cortical modulation maps (1 mm below the cortical surface; figure 1 ) may thus, to a first approximation, predict stimulation effects on these relatively homogenous oriented superficial cortical neurons. Indeed, our results with the bipolar configuration are consistent with clinical observations (see above), and the general clinical finding that the anodal/cathodal field induces reliable and distinct effects supports a relatively homogenous target neuronal population. Nonetheless, the predictions made in this study, regarding optimized electrode configurations and orientated-modulation maps, should be experimentally verified [30] and corroborated with anatomically detailed models.
Since the static field approximation [48] in our model implies linearity of the electric field solution, our induced electric field spatial profile results can be extrapolated to a wide range of stimulation waveforms (e.g. pulsed or AC fields [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 31] ) and scale linearly with stimulation magnitude (e.g. 260 µA-2 mA tDCS and >350 mA TES [37] ). However, the induced electric field magnitude (e.g. sub/supra-threshold stimulation) and temporal waveform (e.g. frequency) will affect the appropriate modulation function [35, [88] [89] [90] and the accuracy of our simplified (locally uniform) electric fieldbased modulation maps.
Optimization of electrode configuration/geometry: efficacy and safety
The optimal electrode configuration/geometry will depend on the TCS application. However, spatial focality, cellular type specificity and control of bi-directional modulation at return electrodes are generally desired. As a rule, increasing the distance between stimulation electrodes (or equivalently increasing ring diameter) decreases the current portion shunted through the skull/scalp and increases the relative current crossing the brain (table 1, I equivalent and mDESCD/CSCD), while reducing spatial focality (table 1, surface and depth space constant). Placing electrodes proximal to each other increases focality at the expense of the total equivalent current (to obtain comparable efficacy with remote electrodes). Thus, when comparing electrode configurations, increased electrode current or electrode current density does not necessarily equate with increased brain modulation (cortical electric fields).
Concerns about TCS safety generally focus on the total electrode current, electrode-surface current density (current/area), total charge (current × stimulation duration) or total charge density (total charge/electrode area) [39, 40, 92] .
We note that the (charge-related) electrochemical product may not be an issue for acute noninvasive stimulation [93] and that the magnitude of scalp sensation does not correlate with threshold of brain stimulation [40, 44] . Here we propose a supplementary safety consideration of a normalized peak cortical field, reportable as equivalent currents (I eq ) to a 'standard' configuration (1 mA, distant-bipolar). Rational stimulation design may balance scalp current density and equivalent current (cortical electric field) factors (table 1) . Nitsche et al [30] demonstrated that during tDCS bipolar stimulation with different size square electrodes, calculated electrode-surface current density (1 mA 35 cm −2 ) roughly standardizes cortical response. Standardization to calculated electrode-surface current density (total current/electrode area) assumes that the current density at the scalp scales consistently with the current density at the brain; this assumption does not necessarily hold across electrode configurations (table 1, in part because of differences in fractional scalp/skull loss) or for relatively small electrodes. For example, a micro-electrode (0.01 cm 2 area) with 'standardized' current density (1 mA/ 35 cm 2 × 0.01 cm 2 = 0.0003 mA current) will not be effective. In addition, current density is not uniform on the electrode surface [56] . Nonetheless, approximated uniform electrodesurface current density (total current/electrode area) remains a useful functional/safety metric because it presumably places an upper limit on current density, and hence electric field in the brain; assuming current density diffusion through skull [23, 36, 38, 48, 60] offsets current density concentration at the electrode edges [56] .
For any given application and temporal waveform (e.g. tDCS for depression, ECT for depression, CES for pain), an appropriate I eq multiplying factor can be determined (desired theraputic peak cortical electric field in mV mm −1 /0.328 mV mm
−1
). For a given therapy and temporal waveform, the I eq multiple factor should be kept constant when changing electrode positions/configuration in order to elicit similar peak cortical fields thus maintaining efficacy; however I eq will vary with electrode configuration and hence so will the total applied current. For this reason when changing configurations, maintaining the total applied current (electrode current density, electrode charge) may not be appropriate. Since the spatial profile of the induced electric field is independent of waveform and application, the relative spatial focality of different electrode configurations may be directly compared by normalizing to the peak cortical electric field (using I eq ), and the resultant directional modulation maps generated in this way can be used to predict relative structural targeting ( figures 1 and 3) . I eq has a further advantage of indicating relative shunting across electrode configurations (more robustly than mDESCD/CSCD).
TES and electroconvulsive therapy both have electrodesurface current densities significantly exceeding 1 mA cm −2 and apply currents >100 × I eq [5, 37] . However, because of the difference in stimulation waveform (e.g. number of pulses) and desired clinical outcome, efficacy and safety considerations for TES and electroconvulsive therapy are fundamentally different. The I eq multiple does not in itself define stimulation effects, without explicit consideration of waveform and therapy factors.
Approaches using multiple electrodes and varying electrode geometries have been well characterized for peripheral nerve stimulation [94] . Concentric-ring electrode configurations (consisting of a centre electrode surrounded by a ring electrode) and ring electrodes have been previously used for peripheral nerve/muscle fibre stimulation [65] , producing anaesthetic effects [95] and seizure control [43] . Analytical solutions for concentric-ring stimulation of homogenous tissue have been proposed [42] . The mathematically complimentary principle of using ring electrodes to improve the spatial focality of bio-potential recording has been applied for EEG [96] , EMG [97] and ECG [98] signals. Our results indicate that the focality of clinical TCS stimulation, targeting radially oriented superficial structures, can be markedly increased by appropriate application of concentric-ring stimulation electrodes.
In summary, control of surface electrode geometry (shape and number) will modulate both the structural specificity and spatial focality of TCS stimulation. Optimization of focality must be balanced against the increased electrode current density and scalp/skull current (which may not necessarily reflect safety concerns).
The configurations explicitly considered in this report can be combined and indeed serve only to illustrate principles of design. Our results thus support the further development of TCS technology incorporating rationally designed [45] target-specific (pathology, structure) electrode configurations.
